
 

 

Through a sustained process of pure refinement, the De Toren team has faithfully succeeded in the 

art of growing and perfecting Cabernet Sauvignon and Malbec. The 2017 vintage is thus no 

exception. To celebrate this phenomenal vintage of our renowned De Toren Fusion V and a special 

anniversary, we present you with the exquisite De Toren Fusion V 2017 Director’s Reserve. 

Merely the fourth edition of the De Toren Fusion V Director’s Reserve, only released in years 

regarded as an extraordinary vintage. These exclusive wines are only crafted and released when our 

quest for perfection has truly showed greatness of remarkable complexity and elegance.  

This marks the 20th anniversary of Managing Partner, Albie Koch, as an integral member of the De 

Toren Private Cellar team and also the estate’s very first winemaker. To celebrate this momentous 

occasion, we crafted an outstanding blend from the remarkable 2017 vintage, showcasing two of the 

heroes that makes for our acclaimed Left-Bank Bordeaux styled wine, De Toren Fusion V. Here at 

the estate, Cabernet Sauvignon and Malbec is well-known and considered the apple of Albie’s eye. 

This limited-edition wine is therefore nothing other than a spectacular blend of 60% Cabernet 

Sauvignon and 40% Malbec. 

The reputable De Toren Fusion V 2017 Director’s Reserve red blend exudes intense Malbec 

characteristics. Aromas of vanilla and blueberries comes to life on the nose, accompanied by fine 

textured tannins on the palate. Flavours of red cherries ends off in notes of cedar and dark cherries 

deriving from the Cabernet Sauvignon. Absolutely phenomenal!   



 

To release all the flavours, we highly recommend decanting this wine at least one hour before 

drinking. It is recommended to serve this wine at optimal temperature of 15-18 degrees Celsius. 

 

 

Cabernet Sauvignon  60%  

Malbec    40%  

 

Alcohol   14.79%/vol  

Sugar    2.7 g/l   

Acidity   5.3 g/l  

pH    3.58  

 

 

Basket pressed and then matured for 24 months in first and second fill 225L French tight grained 

oak barrels with an added touch of American oak to perfectly round it off.  

 

Can be enjoyed now, however this robust beauty will mature exceptionally over the next two decades 

if cellared carefully. 

 

With nuanced and complexed flavours, our renowned De Toren Fusion V 2017 Director’s Reserve 

wine pairs exceptionally well with perfectly tender grilled or roast lamb, with garlic, rosemary and a 

hint of honey lemon.  


